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PREFACE

For holdup measurement in a process glove box (GB) at MOX fuel fabrication facilities, a

technique of neutron coincidence counting has been used with neutron slab detectors positioned

on both sides of the GB. This technique has been applied to a MOX blending GB at aplutonium

conversion facility since 1990. Although the detectors were positioned to measure only the

instruments including more holdup (mainly the blender) at first, it is recently found that such

detectors arrangement is insufficient

for the verification because it causes

the lower response for the area except

the blender such as a cyclone at

higher position and GB floor. To

solve this problem and to improve

material accountancy, it is important

to design the detectors arrangement

so as to flatten the response and

expand measurement area over the

GB. Our goal was to attain the

flatness within 10% deviation.
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W e Calcula ted n u m e r i c a l l y the Solid Figure 1 Optimized detectors arrangement for a MOX blending GB

angle at each point in the GB with 0.1m intervals prior to Monte Carlo method in order to

estimate the response over the GB and optimize the detectors arrangement.

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN

Super Glove Box Assay System (SBAS)[1] detectors (SB AS consists of four detectors.) which

had been developed under the agreement between JNC and DOE (LANL) were adapted. Two

slab detectors routed horizontally were positioned apart on each side of the GB so as to cover

the GB horizontally and scanned the GB vertically from the bottom to the top. The advantage of

this scanning procedure is that there is no horizontal movement of the detectors near the GB

with high radiation dose (especially when the blender is including much MOX inventory) and it

makes it possible to reduce operator's radiation exposure. As a result of the calculation, the

optimized detectors arrangement is shown in Figure 1. A lifting system which allowed the
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detectors to be set at designed positions was manufactured. After carrying out the profile test

for the new system, modified SBAS (.SBAS), using Cf source, we evaluated the performance

based on the comparison of the calculation result with the measurement result.

DESIGN OF GEOMETRICAL DETECTOR ARRANGEMENT

Noticing that the coincidence rate is proportional to the approximate square of the absolute

detector efficiency, the sum of solid angle at each point in GB subtended by the detectors, we

optimized the detectors arrangement through the following steps.

(1) Two detectors on each side of the GB were positioned in symmetry with respect to

both of x and y axes.

(2) Solid angle at a point P in the GB subtended by each detector was calculated by

solving a numerical integration.

(3) To take into account neutrons reflected by the room floor, solid angle at the point P

subtended by mirror image of each detector with respect to the room floor was calculated

and multiplied by a reflection factor /, assuming that the neutrons from the point P are

reflected by the room floor and enter the detector at a constant ratio fr.

(4) Solid angles calculated in the step (2) and (3) were summed up and squared.

(5) The above procedure was repeated at n vertical scanning positions of the detectors.

And then the squared solid angles at the scanning positions were summed up.

After dividing the GB into 0.1m three-dimensional meshes, the above calculation was

performed for all mesh points in the GB varying the detector arrangement.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As a result of the profile test, the

vertical response profile on the

process line, a vertical line passing

through a discharge mechanism, a

blender and a cyclone, is shown in

Figure 2. The vertical response

profile from the GB floor to the

cyclone was fiat within 10%

deviation. And the horizontal

response profile on the GB floor

except for the GB panel and sidewall

was flat within 10% deviation as well.

Figure 2 Comparison between calculated and measured
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Based on the comparison of the Monte Carlo calculation by LANL with our solid angle
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calculation for another detector arrangement, the reflection factor / , was estimated to be 0.8.

However, it seemed to be overestimated according to the comparison of the calculation result

with the profile test result. So the reflection factor fr was adjusted so that the peak height of

calculated vertical response at the lowest detector position (PI) met one of measured response.

It is apparent from Figure 2 that the calculation with the reflection factor adjustment was in

good agreement with the actual response profile.

CONCLUSION

We have designed and developed a new holdup measurement system for the MOX blending

GB based on the numerical solid angle calculation. Our goal of flatness of the detector response

over more expansive area in the GB has been achieved. The good agreement between the

calculated and measured detector responses shows that the numerical calculation can be

available for design of the detector arrangement only if the reflection factor fr is estimated

properly.
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